Influence of N6-methylation of residue A(5) on the conformational behaviour of d(C-C-G-A-A-T-T-C-G-G) in solution studied by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. 2. The hairpin form.
The solution conformations of the oligonucleotides d(C-C-G-A-A-T-T-C-G-G) and d(C-C-G-A-m6A-T-T-C-G-G) as a function of temperature and sample concentration were investigated by means of 1H-NMR spectroscopy. The NMR spectra revealed that, at certain combinations of temperature and low sample and salt concentration, both compounds exist as a B-DNA-type duplex slowly (on the 1H-NMR time scale) interconverting with a monomeric species. From chemical shift data and imino-proton spectra, it is concluded that the monomeric species consists of a mixture of a hairpin form in rapid equilibrium with the random-coil form. The double-helical stem of the hairpin is formed by the six terminal cytidine and guanine residues, whereas the four core residues, -A-(m6)A-T-T-, partake in the loop. Thermodynamic analysis of the chemical shift of the resonances of the monomeric species vs temperature profiles of the two decamers and mutual comparison of these profiles indicate the following: the influence of N6-methylation of residue A(5) upon the local structure of the hairpin must be small; methylation decreases the stability of the duplex relative to the monomeric species: the temperature at which the fraction duplex equals 0.5 was found to be 312 K for the parent compound and 305 K for the methylated decamer at 2 mM sample concentration; methylation does not significantly alter the stability of the hairpin form relative to the random coil form: the Tm of the hairp----n equilibrium random-coil equilibrium is 308 K for the parent compound and 306 K for the methylated decamer. A higher fraction hairpin-like structure for the N6-methylated compound is observed under identical conditions of temperature and sample concentration: at 300 K, 2 mM sample concentration, the fraction hairpin form is 0.12 for d(C-C-G-A-A-T-T-C-G-G) and 0.20 for d(C-C-G-A-m6A-T-T-C-G-G). This finding appears to be a consequence of the reduced stability of the methylated dimeric species relative to the monomeric species, and to depend upon the sodium-ion concentration: it becomes more pronounced under low-salt conditions.